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Elena Kihlman design and produce home textiles, 
design items, handmade bags.
Her products are the result of an accurate study 
of ancient fabrics and techniques, creating 
a new interior atmosphere, where design 
meets traditional handcrafts.

In the heart of Rome, a stone's throw from the Coliseum, Elena Kihlman, 
 Finnish designer found the home of her creations more than ten years ago.
 
Elena was born in Russia, studied and worked in Finland and now lives in Rome. 
His creative work is based and enriched on these three cultures.

Living in Italy she continues to travel often when she can to see new places, 
has not stopped discovering the beauty of this country and excellence of Italy, 
which she inspires a lot to create its bags and textiles. It is his unique way of 
re-evaluating reality and therefore of expressing and emphasizing individuality.

Elegance, functionality and essentiality of the shapes are the basic principles 
that have forged the Nordic design over time, making it highly characterized 
and well recognizable. This is due to the designer's choice of production
 techniques of textile, color and style.

Elena Kihlman has always to focus on functionality, interest in material processes 
and an urgency to understand what products are made of. All development 
and production are all done by roman artisans to ensure their quality.
 
Each model is handmade, cutting and sewing in her atelier starting from 
the designer's sketch. 
The flexibility and the ability to satisfy individual needs are the main 
characteristic of “Elena Kihlman Design." 

Www.elenakihlman.com       Via Urbana 101 Rome. Italy

tel. +39(0)6 4782 4542    +39 32 7203 0156



Handmade bags collection



Completely handmade by Italian artisans.
The model is inspired by Japanese origami because with a game
 of folds you can fold the bag in minimum space .
The details are the presence of an internal pocket and 
a clutch bag with zipper that can also detach. 
The shoulder strap is adjustable, leather detail with 
snap button closure.

 

Art. Shoulder and cross body bag Urbana



Art. Shoulder  bag Mezzaluna

Completely handmade by Italian artisans.

The details are the presence of an internal pocket and a detachable outer clutch with zipper.  
The shoulder strap is adjustable, leather detail with snap button closure.
Material are waxed canvas or lambs skin.



Art. Tote bag, shopper 



Art. Bucket, shoulder bag Puzzle

The shape of this bag is simple and functional, but at the same time elegant and with refined 
lines, suitable for everyday use. Equipped with two external pockets, a leather interior pocket 
and a zipper for keys, cell phone. The shoulder strap is adjustable in two sizes, the buckle is 
gunmetal. The high quality leather used is real leather of veal or deer, depends on the model.



Art. Kentsuki clutch in real leather 



Art. 3-Dimensional backpack art."Konus" 

Unisex backpack made by using two materials, genuine Italian leather and waterproof
waxed cotton. The back is made with padded polyester.
Closes with double sided zipper for easy opening. Adjustable padded cotton shoulder straps.
Fully lined, has an inner pocket with zipper and one other large pocket. 
Leather handle to carry by hand.



The material of this practical and
functional unisex bike bag is
innovative, waterproof and washable.
The simple and elegant-looking
bag has a pocket with zip inside and
a PC holder. Has an adjustable shoulder
strap and belt to be fastened on 
the waist to keep it in place while
riding a bike or scooter.
Hiding and closing the belt inside the
leather compartment makes it being
similar such as our model “Messenger”.
Made by waxed canvas or
high-tech fabric in different colors.

Art. Laptop Messenger and bike bag art. Urbana



Art. Travel and messenger bags



Art. Travel and messenger bags



Collection runner



Art. Lasso waist pouch in real leather and linen

This modern and elegant version of the waist bag has the particularity that can 
be worn both on the waist and shoulder, thanks to its 2,5 meter long leather and linel belt. 
Practical and comfortable, equipped with two zippered pockets, 
the pouch is suitable for every occasion, both casual and elegant.



Kids bags



Fashion



Tops and skirt

Tops fa parte della capsula di abbigliamento "Elesa", realizzata con tessuti italiani di seta pura e lino. 
Ideale come capo elegante da giorno e come sotto giacca da sera o da ufficio. 
La forma semplice e squadrata la rende adatta a ogni fisico e facile da abbinare a gonne, jeans, short ecc.



Summer hats



Art. Woolen coat and accessories 



Art. Woolen coat and accessories 

The elegant coat and winter accessories made by real cotton are warm and comfortable,
perfect to wear in the cold winter days.
The particular foldings - by creating the form of the coat - and the colorful circles are 
making every each model special and lovely.




